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Serial pattern learning by rats: Transfer of a
formally defined stimulus relationship and

the significance of nonreinforcement

STEWART H. HULSE and NOAH P. DORSKY
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Two experiments with rats tested independent predictions from eognitive theories of serial
pattern learning. The animals learned to antieipate, as measured by running times in a straight
alley, different quantities of food pellets organized into formally defined, five-element serial
patterns. In Experiment 1, for some animals the patterns were all formally struetured ac
eording to a monotonie "less than" relationship in whieh any quantity was always less than
its predeeessor. For others, no eonsistent formal rule was applied. Results of a transfer test
with a new pattern showed positive transfer if the formal strueture of the new pattern was
identieal to that used initially, but negative transfer if the new pattern was formally different.
In Experiment 2, two groups learned the monotonie patterns 18-10-6'3-1 or 18-10-6'3-0 food
pellets, while two others learned the nonmonotonie patterns 18-3-6-10-1 or 10-3-6'10-0 food
pellets. We asked if the differenee in value of the terminal element, 1 or 0 food pellets,
would affeet the faeility with whieh the patterns were learned. The results showed that learning
rate and the qualitative response to the elements of the monotonie and nonmonotonie patterns
were independent of the value of the terminal element. Both experiments lend additional
support to the utility of using eognitive models of human serial-pattern learning for an analysis
of the sequential behavior of nonhuman animals.

This article results from a line of work testing the
feasibility and parsimony of analyzing seriallearning
in animal behavior with some of the models and tech
niques developed for serial pattern learning in humans
(Hulse, 1978; Hulse & Dorsky, 1977). In contrast to
earlier models of seriallearning which stressed chains
of stimuli and responses (Hull, 1931; Skinner, 1934),
serial pattern learning emphasizes models based on
formally expressed relationships among stimuli
arranged in sequence.

When people learn serial patterns in the laboratory,
they are generally confronted with an organized set
of symbols, such as the digit series 123234345, that
they must learn to anticipate, recall, or regenerate
item by item. Collections of symbols from which
patterns are constructed have been called alphabets
(Jones, 1974) or element sets (Hulse, 1978). These
may be numbers, as in the foregoing example, lights
arranged in linear spatial arrays on a panel (with left
right position coded by number), or letters of the
English alphabet. Element sets or alphabets an possess
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the cornmon property of an inherent ordered relation
ship among their several elements, e.g., 2 is greater
than 1, light 4 is to the right of light 3, the letter
C comes after the letter B, and so on. Furthermore,
the ordering is typically well-known by the learner
before the experiment begins. Given an alphabet,
theories of serial-pattern learning (e.g., Jones, 1974,
1976; Restle, 1970; Simon & Kotovosky, 1963) then
provide a set of primitive combinatorial rules that
operate on the elements of the alphabet. When so
applied, the rules generate the formally defined
structure of aserial pattern. Predictions about the
facility with which patterns are learned and remem
bered then follow from various formal characteristics
of one pattern as compared with another. Often
the assumption is made that people form an internal
representation, perhaps a verbal one, of a pattern's
formal structure, and use that representation as a
mediator in learning and recalling the pattern. In
analogous fashion, rats may form some internal,
certainly nonverbal, representation of the stim
ulus events to which they are exposed. To date,
however, we have no idea what that representa
tion, if it exists, might be, and our approach stresses
a purely operational analysis of the relation between
formally defined serial patterns of stimuli and the
behavior they generate.

In our initial work with animals (Hulse, 1978;
Hulse & Dorsky, 1977), we tested the simple hypoth
esis, directly postulated by any theory of serial
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pattern learning, that formally complex patterns will
be more diffieu1t to learn than formally simple pat
terns. To this end, we constructed serial patterns from
an alphabet comprised of a set of food quantities.
Food quantity is a stimulus dimension that meets
the requirement of an inherent ordering among ele
ments drawn from it. Furthermore, mature rats are
familiar with the dimension, and they respond to it
differentially in the sense that large quantities of food
are chosen over small quantities and generate faster
running times (Logan, 1960). The notational system
we used for formal characterization of pattern struc
ture represented each element (food quantity) of the
pattern as E(i), where the subscript (i) denotes the
serial position of element E in the pattern. The for
mal rules relating successiveE(i)s were of three types:
"less than," "greater than," and "equals." In line
with our hypothesis, we found that it required fewer
pattern repetitions for a rat to correctly anticipate
pattern elements, as measured by fast and slow run
ning times, the less the formal complexity of the
pattern. For example, rats learned a monotonie pat
tern of 14-7-3-1-0 food pellets formally described by
a single "less than" rule, E(i + 1) < E(i), faster
than a nonmonotonie pattern of 14-1-3-7-0 food pel
lets formally described by both "greater than" and
"less than" rules applied at several points in the pat
tern. Our results supported the proposition that the
rats were somehow differentially sensitive to informa
tion in the pattern represented by its formally defined,
multielement structure.

The research we report now expands available data
relevant to our approach, and provides a further
check on the utility and parsimony of our method
of analysis. In Experiment 1, we tested hypotheses
based on the transfer of a formally defined stimulus
relationship from one learning situation to another.
In Experiment 2, we tested hypotheses based on the
substitution of one pattern element for another in
formally defined stimulus structures. The experiments
are not closely related in design or conception per se,
but both follow simply, directly, and necessarily
from any cognitive theory of serial pattern learning.

EXPERIMENT 1

This experiment was stimulated by the empirieal
observations that people can generalize formal rules
underlying a given serial pattern when they are faced
with new or additional sets of elements. Thus, people
readily extrapolate aserial pattern of numbers like
1234345 ,adding a missing 6 to "fill in the blank"
(Simon &Kotovsky, 1963). Also, Restle and Brown
(1970) have shown that people can be biased to
apply a particular rule to a pattern that is formally
ambiguous by pretraining them with patterns formally
structured according to one or another rule. If a

pretraining pattern emphasized "trills" of numbers,
e.g., 565323787, as compared with "runs" of numbers,
e.g., 654765321, then people tended to apply a trill
bias in learning a pattern that was ambiguous with
respect to trills and runs (e.g., 21223434565). A trill
bias led to errors in the fourth position, for example;
subjects tended to prediet "1" instead of "2" at that
point.

In our experiment, we "biased" rats in the first
of two phases by exposing them to appropriate serial
patterns of food quantities. The patterns were either
decreasing monotonie patterns in which the magnitude
of each successiveelement was described by the "less
than" rule, E(i + 1) < E(i), or random patterns in
which the ordering relation between successive quan
tities of food was haphazard both within and across
patterns. Under each condition, the length of patterns
varied haphazardly from pattern to pattern, and so
did the absolute value of the food quantities employed.
The second, transfer phase of the experiment required
the rats in both monotonie and random conditions
to learn a new monotonie or nonmonotonie pattern
that was fixed in structure and in length.

The effects of pattern structure might appear in
one or both of two ways. First, animals trained under
conditions described by the consistent monotonie rule
might respond to the single consistent feature of the
situation and learn to order their running times during
initial training, running slower to successiveelements
regardless of the specifie quantities contained in a
pattern or the length of a pattern. Animals in the
random condition provided a control for any non
associative effects of multiple runs to various quan
tities that could result in "patterned" running. Wike
and King (1973), for example, reported that during
the early part of training, rats ran somewhat slower
on successiveruns regardless of pattern.

Second, the effects of pattern structure during
initial training might reveal themselves through either
(or both) positive and negative transfer to the second
phase of the experiment. If initial training with mono
tonie patterns does indeed create a bias to respond
to the "less than" relation among food quantities,
then animals in this condition should have a rela
tively easy time mastering a new monotonie pattern
in transfer. By the same token, monotonie training
might also lead to negative transfer if the new pat
tern in transfer had a nonmonotonie structure.

Metbod
Subjects. The subjeets were 24 naive, female albino rats of the

Sprague-Dawley strain obtained from ARS/Sprague-Dawley,
Madison, Wiseonsin, at 80 to 90 days of age. They were maintained
in the eolony in group eages for 4 days after arrival from the sup
plier and then transferred to individual eages for the duration of the
experiment. The rats were randomly assigned to the several experi
mental eonditions.

Apparatus. The apparatus was a straight enclosed runway iden
tical to that used by Hulse and Dorsky (1977). It inc1uded a 30-em



Table 1
Patterns of Food Quantities (Pellets) Used in the

Monotonie Conditions of Initial Training

startbox, a 92-em alley, and a 30-em goal area, with the start- and
goalboxes separated from the alley by guillotine doors. The goal
area eontained all-ern niehe at its far end plaeed at right angles to
the alley. Removable food eups made from bottle eaps attaehed to
pieees 01' wood were loeated in the niehe. Inside width was 10 cm,
while inside height was 11 em throughout the apparatus. The start
and goalboxes were eovered with hinged pieees 01' Plexiglas; the
alley proper was covered with hardware cloth, The floor 01' the
apparatus was wood. The start and goal areas were natural wood
color, and the alley was painted flat black. A Standard Electric
timer started when the startbox door went up and stopped when the
rat bridged a I-ern gap between two metal plates in the goal area.
The gap was 20 cm into the goal area from the guillotine door.
Testing was eonducted in normal overhead ambient light in a
windowless room. Reinforcers consisted 01' the number 01' 45-mg
Noyes food pellets appropriate for a given run in the apparatus.

Preeedure. During initial training, 12 rats were exposed to var
ious monotonieally deereasing patterns 01' reinforcement, while 12
others were exposed to random patterns 01' reinforcement. Patterns
for the monotonie (M) condition were constructed from an element
set 01' 10,5,3, 1, or 0 food pellets. A given pattern eould be 4, 3, or
2 elements in length, and the elements 01' the pattern eould be
drawn from any in the set, with the restrictions that (a) each
element in a pattern be less than its predecessor, and (b) the 1-0
sequence never be used. The latter restriction was applied beeause
given a I-pellet element in any position in a pattern exeept the last,
opellets had to follow inevitably. One 4-element pattern, three 3
element patterns, and three 2-element patterns were used in hap
hazard order eaeh day, with the order 01' pattern lengths varying
from day to day. All possible patterns were sampled from the com
plete set shown in Table I at least once over the 10 days 01' initial
training. In general, initial training for the M condition was
planned sueh that the only consistent feature from pattern to pat
tern both within and between days was the consistency 01' the
E(i + I) < E(i) rule for consecutive elements 01'each sequence.

For the random (R) condition 01' initial training, pattern lengths,
the order in which pattern lengths oecurred within a day, and the
elements used from pattern to pattern were identical to those used
for the M condition, but quantities within patterns sometimes in
ereased, sometimes decreased, and sometimes both increased and
decreased. Thus, the only differences between the M and R train
ing cond itions were that no eonsistent ordering relationship was
maintained from one element to the next 01' any given pattern for
the R eondition, and the R condition provided more than one rule
governing e1ement-to-element transitions.

The R condition was intended as a control for the effeets 01' prae
tiee and exposure to the several elements and pattern lengths used
in the initial phase 01' the experiment. On these grounds it is
"neutral" with respeet to our hypotheses about transfer in the
groups trained initially with the M condition. On other grounds,
however, the R condition may not be neutral, e.g., if one assurnes
that exposure to a random sequenee 01' events is, in fact, exposure to
a "pattern" in which subjects might, for example, learn to Ignore
food quantity as a dimension. We are unaware 01' any such theore
tical statement directly applicable to our experimental problern, but
a number 01' analogies exist (e.g., Maekintosh, 1975). Because our
results speak to it, we return to this problem in due course.

For the second, transfer phase 01' the experiment, half the rats in
the M and R condition 01' initial training learned a new, fixed mono-

Four-Elernent Three-Element Two-Element

10-5-3-1
10-5-3-0

10-5-3
10-5-1
10-3-1
10-3-0

10-5
10-3
10-1
10-0

5-3
5-1
5-0

3-1
3-0
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tonic (M) pattern 01' 16-9-3-1-0 pellets, while the other half learned
a new, fixed non monotonie (NM) pattern 01' 16-1-3-9-0 pellets. The
patterns remained fixed in strueture from exposure to exposure and
from day to day for a total 01' 25 repetitions, 5 per day. During
transfer, then, there were four conditions (n = 6 in eaeh): M-M,
R-M, M-NM, and R-NM, where the first letter designates the treat
ment applied during initial training, and the letters after the
hyphen designate the treatment applied during transfer. Note that
both patterns used during transfer differed from any used during
initial training, not only in that they were fixed from exposure to
exposure, but also in that they were longer by I element, and con
tained a new element. 16 pellets. Thus. while training and transfer
patterns shared some features in common, there were some marked
differences between them.

Rats were tamed by daily handling and reduced to 85% 01' ad-lib
body weight over aperiod 01' 7 days; they then explored the appar
atus for 2 days. On the first day, the animals were brought to the
testing room in their horne cages and placed in the runway with
both guillotine doors open for 10 min. Three food pellets were seat
tered through the apparatus. On the 2nd day, each animal reeeived
two 5-min exploration periods. Procedures were identical to the first
day, except that the food pellets were placed in the food eup in the
goalbox.

Following exploration, the rats received 10 days 01' initial
training. They were exposed to 70 patterns (according to the experi
mental design), 7 patterns per day. Eaeh day, the animals were
brought to the testing room in their horne cages in groups ofthree to
six. For all runs to eaeh food quantity in a given serial pattern, a rat
was plaeed in the startbox. and the startbox door was raised 3 to
5 see later. The run ended when the rat stopped the running time
clock and finished eating the food pellets (if any). In the case 01' a
nonreinforced run. confinement was for 15 sec.

Following a run, the rats were removed to a holding cage to await
the start ofthe next run , which began 10-15 sec later. If a run was
the last in a given pattern, the rat was removed to its horne cage to
await the start 01' runs to the food quantities in the next pattern,
whieh began 10-20 min later. Water was available in the horne
cage, but not in the holding cage.

For the first 2 days 01' initial training, the rats were plaeed by
hand into the goal area if they failed to reach it in 180 sec. For the
remaining days 01' the experiment, the animals were allowed 30 sec
to reach the goal area on any run. If they failed to meet this criter
ion, they were removed from the apparatus and placed into the
holding cage or horne cage to await the start 01' the next run. The
animals were fed a supplementary ration 01' Purina Laboratory
Chow in their horne cages in the colony room 15 to 30 min after
testing, sufftcient to maintain body weight at 85% 01' normal.

The procedures employed during the 5 days 01' the transfer phase
01' the experiment, which followed initial training directly, were
identical to those used during initial training.

Results andDiscussion
Initial training. There was a tendeney for running

times to slow as rats ran from one element to the
next in the decreasing monotonie patterns used during
initial training. Table 2 shows this trend among mean
running times at the end of initial training for
2-, 3-, and 4-element patterns. Table 2 also shows,
however, that the same tendeney holds for the
random patterns, a result hardly to be expeeted if the
results in the monotonie eondition were due to
pattern strueture. A similar result was noted by Wike
and King (1973). True, the trend is somewhat more
pronouneed for the monotonie eondition, and statis
tieal analysis for the 2-element (but not for the 3
or 4-element) patterns shows a reliable interaetion be-
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Table 2
Mean Running Times (in Seconds) at End of Initial Training

in Two-, Three-, and Four-Element Patterns

tween Elements and Groups [F(I,23) = 5.56, p <
.05]. The Elements by Groups interaction beeomes
even more reliable if the first and seeond elements
are eompared eombining the data for different pattern
lengths [F(1,22) = 9.82, p < .01]. However, there
is nothing attributable to pattern strueture that
would predict the appearanee of any differenee in
running times among elements in the random eondi
tion, and the differences in running times are, overall,
rather unimposing.

Transfer. The results provide good evidenee that
behavior in transfer was modulated by the "less than"
relationship among elements used in initial training.
Figure 1 shows the development of responding in the
monotonie 16-9-3-1-0 pattern and the nonmonotonie
16-1-3-9-0 pattern to the final O-pellet element, the
element previous work has shown to be most sensi
tive to the effeets of learning different pattern strue
tures (Hulse & Dorsky, 1977). Mean running times in
five-trial blocksare plotted for the M-M,_ R-M, M-NM,
and R-NM eonditions. The figure reveals that some,
but very little, differentiation of responding oeeurred
for any eondition over the first few trials of transfer.
However, after Trial 5, the rats in some eonditions
began to slow their responding to 0 pellets, initiating a
trend that enlargedthrough the remainder of the exper
iment. In partieular, a comparison of the data in Fig
ure 1 for monotonie as eompared with nonmonotonie
patterns indieates that the experiment replicated the
results of Hulse and Dorsky (1977) in that formally
simple monotonie patterns were easier to learn than
formally eomplex nonmonotonie patterns. This was
true as measured both by the trials on whieh slow
responding to 0 pellets first began to oeeur and by
the magnitude of differentiation of responding to
o pellets at the end of the experiment. Comparison
of the data from Group M-M with those from
Group R-M shows that initial training with mono
tonie patterns produeed faster learning of the trans
fer pattern. Performance of the M-NM group suggests
little, if any, differentiation of running times to
opellets, and performance under this eondition was
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poorer than under the R-NM eondition. The running
times of the R-M and R-NM groups lie between the
groups trained initially under the M eondition and are
eonsistent with the hypothesis that monotonie pat
terns lead to faster learning than nonmonotonie
patterns.

Figure 2 shows mean running times in the M-M
group to eaeh of the five elements of the mono
tonie pattern used during transfer. The data are
plotted for sueeessive five-trial blocks of the trans
fer phase. Results for the M-M group are displayed
beeause these represent the largest degree of differ
entiation among the elements of a pattern generated
by any eondition. Data for the R-M group were
quite eomparable, exeept that differentiation of run
ning times to the 1 and 0 pellet elements was not as

Figure 1. Running times to the O·peUetelement during transfer
in Experiment 1. Initial training was witb monotonically structured
(M) or random (R) patterns. Transfer was to a new monotonie
(M) or nonmonotonie (NM) pattern containing 16-9·3·1-0 or
16-1-3-9-0 pellets, respectively.

4th

1.1

1.3

Number of
Element

Elements Ist 2nd 3rd

Monotonie Condition

2 l.l 1.3
3 1.0 l.l 1.9
4 1.0 1.2 1.4

Random Condition

2 1.0 l.l
3 1.0 l.l l.l
4 l.l l.l 1.5



large, For the R-NM group, running tim es to 0
pellets were the only ones to differentiate themselves,
while for the M-NM group, there was virtually no
suggestion that running times slowed to any elements
of the pattern.

The data of Figure 2 indieate that the emergence
of slow running times to the progressively smaller
quantities of food in the monotonie pattern was a
completely orderly affair, with greatest slowing to
the O-pellet element and progressively less slowing
to the 1- and 3-pellet elements. There is little sugges
tion of differentiation between the 16- and 9-pellet
elements, perhaps because the rats were running close
to a physiologieal limit. Differentiation reached an
upper asymptote in the M-M group somewhere between
Trials 16 and 25, because the curves for Trials 16
20 and 21-25 virtually overlap.

An analysis of variance on mean running times
supports the conclusions to be drawn from the data
of Figures 1 and 2. The analysis showed significant
(p < .001) effects for all main effects and all possi
ble interactions, except for the interaction between
Days, Groups, and Elements [F(48, 320) = 1.55,
p > .05].

Newrnan-Keuls tests on the means shown in Fig
ure 1 revealed that all groups differed reliably from
each other (ps< .05 or better) in running times to
o pellets over Trials 16-20 (Day 4). Over Trials
21-25 (Day 5), the same was true except for the
differences between the R-M and the M-M groups
and the R-M and R-NM groups (ps> .05). Over
Trials 11-15, all but the R-M and R-NM groups
differed reliably.

As a further index of the relative rate of pattern
learning in transfer, we assessed when responding to
o pellets first began to differentiate itself from re
sponding to the other elements in the patterns. To
do this, Newman-Keuls tests were run on differences
between responding to 0 pellets and responding to
16 pellets. Responding to 16 pellets remained very
stable throughout transfer for all groups at 1.0 ± .2 sec.
Responding to 0 pellets in the M-M group, but in
none of the others, differentiated itself reliably
(p< .01) from responding to 16 pellets over Trials 6
10 of transfer. By Trials 11-15, responding to 0 pel
lets differentiated itself for the R-M group, and by
Trials 16-20, the same was true for the R-NM group.
The M-NM group never differentiated running times
reliably to 0 pellets.

The animals showed more rapid learning of the
monotonie pattern-but slower learning of the non
monotonie patterns-in the transfer phase of the ex
periment if training in the initial phase was with mono
tonie as compared with random patterns. The experi
ment thus provides evidence for positive transfer of
the effects of pattern structure when the monotonie
pattern in the transfer phase was structurally congru
ent with the monotonie patterns used initially. Nega
tive transfer appeared, however, if initial and trans-
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fer pattern structures were not congruent, that is, if
experience with monotonie patterns was followed by
training with a nonmonotonie pattern.

EXPERIMENT 2

The generality of the data of Experiment 1 and
our earlier experiments on serial pattern learning in
animals may be limited by the fact that the research
has incorporated a restrieted set of food quantities.
In partieular, most patterns under study have ended
with a O-pellet quantity. While we have stressed the
role of 0 pellets as but one stimulus value along a
much broader stimulus dimension of food quantity,
opellets provides, of course, the unique condition of
nonreinforcement. And nonreinforcement and its at
tributes playa crucial theoretieal and empirieal role
in many learning phenomena. Given the theoretieal
and empirieal importance of 0 pellets, we have in
the past constructed our structurally different patterns
such that they all ended with 0 pellets, and we have
found it useful to examine the differential responsive
ness to 0 pellets as an index of the learning rate
associated with patterns of different formal complex
ity. It seems important, however, to broaden the
range of quantities under study and to test the gen
erality of earlier results with patterns whieh differ in
formal complexity but do not contain 0 pellets. This
would check on the possibility that earlier results
were somehow critieally dependent upon the use of
opellets per se.

As a second consideration, theories of serial pattern
learning hold that patterns of equivalent formal
structure are equally easy to learn even though the
values of the specifie elements comprising them may
vary. Thus, people find the number patterns 123234
and 567678 equally easy to memorize because both
are built using the same formal next rules, albeit,
on different ordered sets of numbers (Sirnon &
Kotovsky, 1963). In analogous fashion, rats ought
to respond similarly to two monotonie patterns
whieh are formally identieal in structure but differ
in the value of their terminal elements, say 18-10
6-3-1 and 18-10-6-3-0 food pellets. One might expect
that overall quantitative levels of responding might
well be faster or slower in patterns whieh end in 1
as compared with 0 pellets, but relative response
times, and thus the qualitative response to succes
sive elements of the patterns whieh contain the two
quantities, ought to be similar. This seems trivially
obvious for any number of reasons. However, given
the acute salience of nonreinforcement and the fact
that element substitution in formally identical pat
terns is absolutely fundamental to all cognitive theories
of serial pattern learning, it seems prudent to make
a suitable empirical check.

Finally, an experiment incorporating the mono
tonie and nonmonotonic patterns noted above should
provide a further check on Hulse and Dorsky's
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compared with a nonmonotonie pattern. True, run
ning times were somewhat faster in general to the
terminal elements of a pattern if those elements were
1 as compared with 0 pellets, but the qualitative
pattern of responding was identical in each case.
In particular, patterns containing 1 vs. 0 pellets both
led to slow running to the terminal element relative
to the earlier elements. Also, the difference in run
ing times between the terminal elements in monotonie
as compared with nonmonotonic patterns was roughly
equivalent if the patterns ended with either 1 or 0
pellets.

Statistieal analysis supports the reliability of the
foregoing results. Analysis of variance on the means
for all 10 days of the experiment showed a reliable
main effect for quantity alone [F(4,144) = 46.96,
p< .01], indicating that larger quantities of food led
to faster responding than smaller quantities of food.
Collapsing across patterns ending in 1 or 0 pellets, the

Figure 4. Running times on the last day of the experiment to
tbe 5 elements of the monotonie (M) and nonmonotonie (NM)
patterns. All elements within eaeb pattern type were identical
exeept for the last, whieb was either 0 or I pellet.
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Figure 3. Running times to the initial (t8-pellet) and the
terminal (1- or O-pellet) elements of the monotonie (M) or non
monotonie (NM) patterns. Because they did not differ, the eurves
for the t8-pellet element have been averaged aeross eonditions.
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Results and Discussion
Once behavior stabilized after the 1st day of the

experiment, consistent patterns of behavior appeared.
The relevant data are plotted in Figures 3 and 4,
which show, respectively, mean running times in
daily blocks of trials to the initial element and to
the terminal elements of the four patterns, and mean
running times at asymptote to all 5 elements of the
four patterns. The rats slowed their running to the
final 1- or O-pellet element to a much greater ex
tent if that element was part of a monotonie as

(1977) contention that while associative explanations
may help to account for learning within any given
pattern sequence, only structural complexity accur
ately prediets the relative diffieulty of different se
quences. In sum, formally simple monotonie pat
terns should be learned more rapidly than formally
complexnonmonotonic patterns, and, moreover, such
a result should be independent of the specific values
of the elements used.

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 28 naive, female albino rats, approx

imately 40-SO days old when obtained from ARS/Sprague-Dawley,
Inc., Madison, Wisconsin. They were housed in group cages, 6-8
rats per cage, on ad-lib food and water until they were approxi
mately 90 days of age. At that time they were placed in individual
cages and the experiment began. The rats were assigned randomly
to the several experimental conditions.

Apparatus. The apparatus was identical to that of Experiment I.
Procedure. Four groups of seven animals were exposed to repeti

tions of one of the following 5 element serialpatterns of food quan
tities: 18-10-6-3-1 food pellets (M-I group), 18-10-6-3~ food pellets
(M~ group), 18-3-6-10-1 food pellets (NM-I group), 18-3-6-1O~

food pellets (NM-O group). The groups thus varied in the com
plexity of the structure defining the patterns (monotonie as
compared with a non monotonie ordering) and in the magnitude of
the terminal element in the patterns (I as compared with 0 food
pellets) in a 2 by 2 factorial design. The values of the elements were
chosen such that the total weight of food, and thus hunger reduc
tion, would be virtually identical (within 3"10) across patterns.

The rats were tamed by daily handling and reduced to 85"10 of
ad-Iib body weight over an initial 7- to 10-day period. Then each
explored the apparatus for 3 days, 10 min per day, with food pellets
scattered throughout the apparatus.

Ten days of testing began on the day following exploration. On
each testing day, the rats were brought in their horne cages to the
testing room in squads ofthree to five. Pattern repetitions consisted
of one run to each of the five quantities of food in the pattern. Three
pattern repetitions were run each day, so over the course of training
all animals were exposed to 30 repetitions (ISO runs).

A run began when the startbox door went up 1-2 sec following
placement of the rat in the startbox. The run ended when the rat
finished eating the food in the goalbox. The rats were confined in
the empty goalbox for 10 sec when they ran to the O-pellet element.
If rats on any run failed to reach the goalbox within 60 sec, they
were removed from the apparatus to await the start ofthe next run.

The animals were placed in a holding cage for 10 sec between
each run of a pattern. During this period, running times were
recorded and the apparatus was reset for the next run. The rats
were returned to their horne cages (which contained water bottles)
between repetitions. For any rat, approximately 15-20 min e1apsed
between the last run of one pattern and the first run of the next.

Supplementary rations of Purina Laboratory Chow were given 20
to 30 min following daily testing sufficient to maintain the animals
at 85"10 of ad-lib body weight.



analysis also showed a reliable interaction between
pattern structure (monotonie vs. nonmonotonie) and
the 5 successive elements in the patterns [F(4,144)
= 8.60, p < .01]. The Patterns by Elements inter
action was also reliable if comparisons were made
between just the first 18-pellet quantity (common to
all patterns) and the last quantity [F(l,36) = 8.95,
p < .01]. These interactions show that the animals'
reaction to the first through the fifth elements was
a function of the patterns in whieh the elements
appeared. However, if the value of the terminal ele
ment was included as a variable in the analysis, the
interactions between pattern structure (monotonie or
nonmonotonie) and the value of the 1- or O-pellet
terminal element failed to reach signifieance if all 5
or just the first and last elements were considered
[F(l,36) = 3.76 and 3.87, respectively, ps > .05].
Consequently, there was no reliable evidence that the
animals' general reaction to the two pattern structures
differed as a function of the value of the terminal
element.

Newman-Keuls tests on means for the last day of
the experiment associated with the terminal elements
in the M-O, NM-O, M-I, and NM-I conditions
showed that all means were reliably different from
each other (ps< .05 or better) except for the dif
ference between the M-I and NM-I patterns. The
latter difference was reliable (p < .05) if data were
considered for the last 2 days of the experiment
combined. Note, however, from Figure 4, that the
difference in running times to the last element in
the monotonie and nonmonotonic patterns was about
the same for both 1- and O-pellet terminal elements
as the analysis of variance indieated.

Because running times were highly variable on Day I
of the experiment, the analyses discussed above were
run both including and excluding Day I data, Identi
cal conclusions were reached in both cases.

Analysis of variance of the means calculated across
all three repetitions of Day I showed, as Figure 3
indicates, a reliable main effect for terminal element
[F(l,36) = 5.32, p< .05] and a reliable interaction
between pattern structure and terminal element [F(1,36)
= 5.72, P < .05]. These signifieant effects were due
primarily to the extremely slow responding generated
by the O-pellet element (especially in the monotonie
pattern ending with that quantity), responding that
stabilized by the 2nd day into a patt ern more charac
teristie of that prevailing for the remainder of the
experiment.

Initial differentiation of the terminal element. To
determine when responding to the terminal element
first began to stably diffrrentiate itself from respond
ing to the initial 18-pellet element, the number of
repetitions was counted (excluding those of Day I)
before two out of three successive repetitions occurred
in which running times to the terminal quantity were
reliably slower (p < .05) than running times to the
initial quantity. The appropriate error term from an
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analysis of variance based on all 30 pattern repeti
tions of the experiment was used to calculate this
critieal difference, 3.1 sec. Results of the analysis
showed that 11.4, 17.3, 21.0, and 22.3 repetitions
were required to meet the criterion for the M-O,
M-l, NM-O, and NM-l groups, respectively. Analysis
of variance on these data showed a reliable effect
only for monotonie as compared with nonmonotonie
patterns [F(l,36) = 5.67, p< .05]. Therefore, although
Figure 3 suggests that it took longer for running
times to the terminal element in the M-I and NM-I
conditions as compared with the M-O and NM-O
conditions to differentiate themselves from running
times to 18 pellets, the analysis of pattern repetitions
shows, in fact, that this suggestion is misleading.

To summarize, the qualitative response to mono
tonie and nonmonotonie patterns of food quantities
was the same regardless of the value of their ter
minal elements. Rats responded to successive elements
of patterns ending in I or 0 pellets with congruent
latency changes, and such patterns were learned with
equal facility, as measured by the number of pattern
repetitions before differential responding to the ter
minal element began to appear. Thus, there seems
nothing to mark a O-pellet quantity as unique in de
termining the rat's reaction to pattern structure and,
within the limits imposed by the quantities used, the
animal's response to pattern structure appeared to
depend as much upon the formally defined relations
across successive elements as upon any feature asso
ciated with the absolute value of the elements em
ployed. The experiment also replicated earlier results
of Hulse and Dorsky (1977) by showing that formally
simple monotonie patterns were easier to learn than
formally complex nonmonotonie patterns.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of both experiments comply with the
general proposition that prompted them-namely,
rats are sensitive to formally defined relations among
sequences of stimuli in a manner that follows directly
from cognitive principles of serial pattern learning,
The data of Experiment I are especially clear and im
portant in this regard. There the rats behaved in
transfer just as one would expect if they were using
some internalized analogue of a "less than" rule
acquired in initial training for monotonieally chang
ing food quantities. The results of Experiment 2 are
useful because they show that, given a common for
mal structure, substitutions can be made for the
salient element of nonreinforcement in a pattern
without distorring the rat's sensitivity to the pattern's
formal properties.

Several aspects of the results warrant elaboration.
First, we must entertain, at least, the idea that the
random patterns of the initial phase of Experiment 1
were not altogether neutral with respect to pattern
structure, and that we should therefore hedge our
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conclusions about transfer because the random pat
terns were not a suitable control. In the same appara
tus under approximately equivalent conditions, Hulse
and Dorsky (1977) showed that without initial R train
ing it took no more than four repetitions of a 14-7-3
1-0 pattern for differentiation of running times to the
O-pellet quantity to first occur reliably. In the R-M
group of the present experiment, it took at least
11 repetitions with the 16-9-3-1-0 pattern in transfer
to produce the same result. If this difference is real,
it is possible that the relatively rapid learning in the
M-M as compared with the R-M condition may have
occurred not because the initial monotonic patterns
fostered learning of the new M pattern in transfer,
but because the initial random patterns interfered
with learning. This might happen theoretically because
the initial random patterns could lead the animals to
actively ignore food quantity as a relevant stimulus
factor (e.g., Mackintosh, 1975) and they would then
have to rediscover its relevance in transfer. However,
Hulse and Dorsky also showed that animals required
about 40 pattern repetitions to reliably differentiate
o pellets in their 14-1-3-7-0 pattern, while the pre
sent data show that animals in the R-NM condition
required 16-20 repetitions to achieve the same thing.
At face value, this difference suggests that initial
training under the R condition speeded learning of
the NM pattern in transfer, and that is inconsistent
with the proposition that the R patterns led the ani
mals to ignore food quantity as a relevant dimension.
Perhaps the differences between earlier results and
those we report here are due to differences in the
specific food quantities used in the patterns.Also,
learning the transfer patterns under all conditions
took place after the rats had already had considerable
practice in the alley, and they therefore had to learn
to produce measurably different running times against
a baseline in which they were, in fact, running very
rapidly in general, This might have altered the rate
at which differential running could appear overtly.
Of course, the theoretically "ideal" control would
be one in which rats received no training at all
during the initial phase and entered transfer com
pletely naive. Practically speaking, even that control
is less than ideal, however, because the animals would
begin transfer unfamiliar with the apparatus, without
practice trials of any kind, and so on. These extrane
ous factors would certainly modulate overt perfor
mance quite apart from factors due to pattern struc
ture per se and so would prevent an unsullied reaction
to the new pattern introduced during transfer. Clearly
the matter of a suitable control is important, but we
find no consistent and compelling evidence which, in
the final analysis, suggests that the R condition was
an inappropriate baseline for the positive and nega
tive transfer effects due to pattern structure that we
obtained.

In contrast to the transfer data, the animals' per
formance during the initial phase of Experiment I

provided little evidence that they were responding
differentially to pattern structure then. It is not clear
why this should be so, but the situation contained
(because it was designed to do so) a great deal of
uncertainty about when a pattern was to end, what
quantities of food given patterns contained, and so
on, and the animals may have opted for the not un
realistie performance strategy of running essentially
as fast as they could to get all the food with mini
mal delay. Given that 1 or 0 pellets, whieh generate
especially slow running times, could never be located
with accuracy in any pattern, the outcome of the first
portion of the experiment is not too surprising.
Apparently, the conditions of the transfer phase were
required before the bias created by decreasing mono
tonie patterns could modulate overt performance.

Turning to Experiment 2, there are obvious limits
to the conditions under whieh one could substitute
food quantities such that the value of the elements
would have little or no effect on the form of the
response to formally defined structures of serial pat
terns. If nothing else, the values of the successive
elements must be sufficiently large for the rats to be
able to distinguish them, and the limiting case in this
regard would also depend upon the relative discrim
inability of quantities of food pellets at different
points along an ordered set of food quantities. While
data exist whieh show that rats can distinguish quan
tities within the range of those employed here
(Hulse, 1978), we know very little about the general
metrie properties of the dimension of food quantity.
We also recognize that our observations about ele
ment substitution would acquire more potency if we
had a model which made quantitative predictions
about running times associated with various aspects
of pattern structure. The model remains to be de
veloped. Finally, we note that food (and its absence)
for a hungry rat generates a significant emotional
state of affairs, and appropriate caution should
therefore be employed in generalizing the conclusions
we have drawn to other, relatively affect-free dimen
sions like light, sound, or odor. Whether or not the
animal would show similar modes of reaction to
serial patterns constructed from such stimuli remains
an important empirical question.

Theory
Two theoretical approaches may be applied to our

data. The first, which we outlined in the introduc
tion, is based on principles derived from a cogni
tive analysis of serial pattern learning. Applying this
to Experiment 1, we find that rats can learn and
generalize a representation or mediator at least iso
morphic to the formal rule, E(i + 1)<E(i), we used
to construct the monotonie patterns. The representa
tion is independent of the absolute values of the
elements used in initial training. As long as elements
are discriminable from each other transfer depends
only on the rat's having learned some hypothetical



representation of the formal "less than" relation
used to generate the patterns. Given these consider
ations, the results suggest that the representation for
a monotonie decrease in food quantity interacts in
additive fashion with the formal complexity of a new
pattern to generate the net diffieulty encountered in
learning the new pattern. Other things being equal,
formally simple patterns are easier to learn than
formally complex patterns (Hulse & Dorsky, 1977).
The present data show that they are rendered even
easier to learn, however, if earlier training biases an
animal to apply a "rule" that is congruent with
that used to construct the new pattern. By the same
token a difficult pattern will be rendered still more
difficult if animals come to it with a bias to use a
"rule" that is not congruent with the new pattern.
In sum, two operational principles predict our results,
the concept of formal complexity in pattern structure
and the concept of congruency in formal structure
between conditions of initial training and those of
transfer.

We emphasize again that we use the term "rule"
in astriet operational sense to provide a convenient
shorthand for the formally defined ordered rela
tionships among entire multielement sets of stimuli
in the patterns incorporated in the experiment. We
make no specifie assumptions at all about the inter
nal representation the rat hypothetically creates for
any given operationally defined rule like the mono
tonie rule we have used. In human serial pattern
learning, the assumption is often made, though only
rarely explicitly (Estes, 1972), that the representation
is verbal and subject to direct rehearsal and recall.
As we noted at the outset, we do not believe that
rats encode information verbally, but we find it a
reasonable idea that other, as yet unexplored, mech
anisms may exist that enable the rat to store and
utilize information in multielement structures of
stimuli. The problem warrants further study, at least,
particularly as new evidence accumulates that other
nonprimate animals like the pigeon can learn to or
ganize serial patterns of stimuli as multielement se
quences. Straub, Seidenberg, Terrace, and Bever
(Note 1) found, for exarnple, that pigeons could learn
to track arbitrary sequences of key colors in a fash
ion that argued strongly against any effects due to
response feedback from stimulus-response chaining.
Instead, the pigeons responded rapidly to the stimulus
sequences with a pattern of errors whieh suggested
that they had been encoded as multielement structures.

The second theoretieal approach to our data comes
from principles of simple association. Looking once
again at the results of Experiment 1, there are prob
ably a number of associatively based theories whieh
could be applied. It seems, however, that all would
necessarily postulate at least three processes: (I) the
direct association of pairs of stimuli (food quantities)
in the patterns; (2) stimulus generalization across
such stimuli within a pattern; and (3) stimulus gener-
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alization from the conditions of initial training to
those of transfer. Broadly speaking, our results would
be predieted by the hypothesis that the animals gen
eralized aseries of specific, pairwise, Slarge .... Ssmall
associations among the stimuli of initial training to
those of transfer. We can think of other assump
tions that might be usefully added, but these seem
to be the minimum required.

Given such hypothetical processes, a rat exposed
to the monotonie patterns in initial training presum
ably learned aseries of paired relations among neigh
boring food quantities exhausted by the following
set (cf. Table I): 10 - 5, 10 - 3, 10 - 1, 10 .... 0,
5 .... 3, 5- 1, 5 .... 0, 3 - 1, and 3 - 0. (Of course
remote associations, if any, would extend the list.)
By (2) above, many of these associations mayaiso
have been modulated by generalization based on
stimulus similarities within patterns. Assuming the
rat in fact learned all the paired relations in initial
training, transfer performance would then be deter
mined, on the basis of (3) above, by two things:
direct transfer of stimulus associations any time they
were identical throughout the exxperiments, and trans
fer of generalized stimulus associations any time
initial training and transfer stimulus conditions were
different-especially those stimulus conditions assoc
iated directly with the pattern elements themselves.
These propositions adequately prediet the form of
our results.

We note, however, that learning the new patterns
in transfer should have been retarded to the extent
that stimulus generalization was a necessary process
in the change from initial conditions to those of
transfer. Analysis shows that there should be direct
transfer any time transfer patterns included 3 - 1
and 3 - °pairs, because both of these were also
used initially. However, all other pairs, and many
other experimental conditions apart from those assoc
iated with pattern stimuli, were not identical and
should therefore have involved generalization to some
greater or lesser extent, First, any associations involv
ing the new elements, 16 and 9 pellets, would involve
generalization to the extent that these were discrimin
ably different from initial elements. It is doubtful
that 10 and 9 pellets are discriminably different, but
Hulse (1978) has shown that 18 pellets are discrimin
able from 6, 1, or °pellets which are, in turn, dis
criminable from each other. Second, the 1 - °pair
never appeared initially, yet the elements of this pair
generated both the earliest and largest differentiation
of running time in transfer. Third, the 5-pellet quan
tity appeared as the initial member of seven stimulus
pairs and the terminal member of five stimulus pairs,
i.e., in 12 of the 15 patterns used first. Thus, of
70 initial pattern repetitions, substantially more than
half included the 5-pellet stimulus. Yet the 5-pellet
quantity never appeared in the patterns of transfer.
Finally, the rats were exposed to 1-, 3-, and 4-eIement
patterns initially, but transfer incorporated a new 5-
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element pattern. Taken together, these factors suggest
that transfer necessarily involved considerable stimulus
generalization-as opposed to direct transfer of spe
cific, already-learned stimulus associations. And that
should have worked against the relatively rapid ac
quisition of the new pattern in the M-M condition
that in fact occurred.

Turning to Experiment 2, the results lend them
selves at first glance to any theory (e.g., Capaldi, 1967)
that stresses the associative conditioning and general
ization of sequentially occurring stimulus aftereffects.
For example, stimulus generalization or differential
development of inhibition and excitation throughout
all the elements of patterns, or both, could easily
account for the fact that monotonie and nonmono
tonie patterns ending in 1 as compared with 0 pel
lets generated faster overall running times across all
pattern elements. To be sure, any such theory would
also predict that differentiation of running times to
the terminal element should be more laborious in
patterns ending in 1 pellet because there should be
more generalization (less discrimination) between the
terminal element and other pattern elements than in
the O-pellet case. The data provide no statistically
significant evidence for that prediction and argue, in
this case, for mediation of the associative process
by formally defmed structural relations among pattern
elements. The strong form of this argument is that
structural relations among sequences of stimuli play
aprepotent role in the control of sequential behavior.
While the data are consistent with the strong form
of the argument, they do not force its unconditional
acceptance. For example, consider a changed set of
stimulus conditions, say a 5-element pattern whieh is
formally monotonie with respect to food quantity
but in which the elements are not perceptually differ
ent. Clearly, structural relations would not be prepo
tent in such a situation. The empirieal problem
then becomes one of determining those conditions
under which structural relations do play a role in
sequential learning. Experiment 2 demonstrates that
the structural effects we have obtained are independ
ent of nonreinforcement. More detailed statements
await further analysis and research.

We recognize that our work provides no crucial
evidence forcing the adoption of a theory based on
serial pattern learning as compared with a theory
based on simple associations. Nevertheless, while
associative explanations for the results obtained may
be adequate, we believe these accounts fail to do
proper justice to important facets of the data-as
we have argued previously (Hulse & Dorsky, 1977).
For example, conceptualizations based on the formal
structure of patterns lead to predictions about the

relative ease of pattern learning that are not com
pelled in any direct fashion by associative theory,
We feel that the present data, particularly those of
Experiment 1, may raise similar doubts about the po
tential range of application, if not the accuracy, of
associative theory. At the very least, cognitive theories
of serial-pattern learning raise issues about pattern
learning, the management of sequentially arranged
information, and other features of animal intelligence
that would not otherwise emerge. Consequently, it
seems useful to follow the unique paths for additional
investigation that a cognitively oriented approach
suggests.
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